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Why Democrats are nervous about Virginia
Julian Zelizer (Political Analyst) - CNN
Democrats are anxiously following the gubernatorial race in Virginia.

Win McNamee/Getty Images Former Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, Democratic
gubernatorial candidate for Virginia for a second term, answers questions from

reporters after casting his ballot during early voting at the Fairfax County
Government Center October 13, 2021 in Fairfax, Virginia. McAuliffe will face off
against Republican nominee Glenn Youngkin in the Virginia gubernatorial election
on November 2.
Many Democrats initially thought former Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe would have
a relatively easy path to victory. But now he seems to be struggling with less than
three weeks to go until Election Day.
McAuliffe is facing stiff competition from Republican candidate Glenn Youngkin, a
former private equity executive who is trying to capitalize on anti-vaccine
sentiments and the push back against schools that cover race and racism in their
curricula.
The race is also heating up after McAuliffe called on Youngkin to condemn the
January 6 insurrection after Republican supporters at a "Take Back Virginia" rally
on Wednesday pledged allegiance to an American flag that organizers said was at the
US Capitol during the attack. While Youngkin was not at Wednesday's rally, former
White House chief strategist Steve Bannon addressed the crowd, as did former
President Donald Trump, who said, "Glenn Youngkin is a great gentleman."
On Thursday evening, Youngkin released a statement that read, "While I had no role
in last night's event, I have heard about it from many people in the media today. It is
weird and wrong to pledge allegiance to a flag connected to January 6. As I have said
many times before, the violence that occurred on January 6 was sickening and
wrong."
Prominent Democrats, including former President Barack Obama and Stacey Abrams,
have agreed to step in and stump for McAuliffe.
Meanwhile, news reports are already calling the Virginia race a warning sign for
Democrats. Regardless of what happens, however, it is important to remember that
the outcome will only give us a limited window into the political state of play.
Off-year and special elections are not always the best way to predict how elections
will play out elsewhere in the country.
Even if McAuliffe were to lose, it is highly likely that New Jersey Gov. Phil Murphy -who has supported the national Democrats on most issues and stood by controversial
Covid mandates -- will defeat Republican Jack Ciattareli in the Garden State's
gubernatorial contest on November 2. It would therefore be a mistake to read too
much into the results and what they mean for the 2022 midterm elections.
The heightened scrutiny surrounding the Virginia race is in large part due to the
challenges President Joe Biden has faced in the past month. Sagging poll numbers
and stalled legislation have raised concerns about the President's standing, as well as
the enthusiasm and support Democrats will be able to drum up going into the 2022
midterm elections. Whether the assumption is accurate or not, plenty of pundits and
political analysts will see the Virginia race as a barometer of the Democratic Party's
standing.
This will, in turn, affect both parties as they look to Virginia to assess the importance
of key issues and talking points. Republicans will gauge how effective their culture

war agenda is faring. Should they continue railing against vaccine and mask
mandates and criticize the way race is taught in schools? Or should they focus on
other concerns like inflation and supply chain disruptions to undercut the President
and win elections in 2022?
Democrats on the other hand, will assess their core arguments -- namely that the
President is normalizing governance and putting forth effective policies to contain the
spread of the pandemic. Will this be enough to win the support of voters in swing
districts who are crucial to maintaining control of the House in 2022?
The way the media covers this gubernatorial race will have a significant impact on
both parties. If Youngkin wins in Virginia, for example, and subsequent news reports
disproportionately cover the ways McAuliffe's support for vaccine mandates
contributed to his opponent's victory, that might affect how candidates in 2022 talk
about their approach to Covid-19.
The media coverage could also have an impact on the way President Biden
approaches the current legislative battles playing out in Congress. It could determine
how far he is willing to resist the demands of Sens. Joe Manchin and Kyrsten Sinema
or underscore the importance of striking a compromise within the party, no matter
what.
History shows that off-year and special elections don't necessarily reflect the state of
national politics. When McAuliffe won Virginia's gubernatorial race in 2013, for
instance, that win was not indicative of the wreckage Democrats would suffer in the
2014 midterm election and the 2016 general election. It is dangerous to take the
results of a gubernatorial or congressional election and draw conclusions about the
country at large.
But they still matter. Because politicians and reporters believe that they are telling,
explanations for why certain candidates prevail can sometimes take on a life of their
own. Parties then often respond, adjust and reconsider their strategies accordingly. It
is likely that in our heated and contentious moment, Virginia will have that effect in
the coming months
Republicans unveil bill to block Biden's 'egregious' IRS bank-monitoring plan
Megan Henney - Fox Business
EXCLUSIVE: House Republicans plan to unveil a bill on Friday to block the Biden
administration's deeply controversial proposal to give the Internal Revenue
Service additional scrutiny over most Americans' bank accounts in order to crack
down on wealthy tax cheats.
The GOP lawmakers' legislation – known as the Prohibiting IRS Financial
Surveillance Act – would prevent the IRS from adopting any form of Biden's proposal
by barring new reporting requirements for banks that would require them to disclose
information on individuals' private accounts.

The rule would not apply to an existing law that requires banks to report any
transaction that exceeds $10,000 to the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network –
part of banks' anti-money laundering requirements.
The bill from Rep. Drew Ferguson, R-Ga., would prohibit Treasury Secretary Janet
Yellen from requiring financial institutions to report the in-flows and out-flows of any
account they maintain, excluding any monitoring that exists under current law. It was
co-sponsored by every Republican member of the powerful House Ways and Means
Committee, including ranking member Rep. Kevin Brady, R-Texas.
"This IRS surveillance is an invasion of individual’s privacy and with Democrats'
history of weaponizing the IRS for their own political gain, it's in every American's
best interest that we prevent the use of private financial information for this type of
egregious power play," Ferguson said in a statement to FOX Business.
Biden's plan would force banks, credit unions and other financial institutions to
annually report customers' account deposits and withdrawals of $600 or more to the
IRS. While individual transactions would not be listed, the policy would apply to
almost every Americans' bank account.
The White House has estimated the policy, which would apply to bank, loan and
investment accounts, could generate about $463 billion in additional revenue over the
next decade.
But the proposal has elicited a fierce backlash from banks who say it would increase
compliance costs and add to the already existing burden the industry faces in turning
over information to the government and from Republicans who say it amounts to the
worst type of government overreach.
"We should not allow the IRS to invade the privacy of Americans by snooping into
their bank accounts," Ferguson said. "The Biden Administration and Congressional
Democrats have clearly demonstrated their intent to instate a broad financial
surveillance regime using Americans’ private financial information."
Despite the criticism, the White House has stood by the plan. In a public memo on
Thursday, Natasha Sarin, Treasury's deputy assistant secretary of economic policy,
said the proposal has been "marred by misinformation, as opponents have elevated
the pernicious myth that banks will have to report all individual customers'
transactions to the IRS."
The Treasury Department argued that collecting additional information would help
the IRS sniff out individuals who may be skirting their taxes.
"Suppose a taxpayer has $1 million of deposits flowing into their checking account in
a year, but reports only $100 of income to the IRS," Sarin wrote. "There may be a
benign explanation for this, but it is suspect — and something the IRS can prioritize
looking into when selecting returns for potential audit scrutiny."

Biden's IRS proposal could mark the end of privacy in banking
Oonagh McDonald (opinion contributor) - The Hill
President Biden's tax compliance initiatives seek to close the 'tax gap' between taxes
owed to the government and the taxes actually paid. To achieve this, financial
institutions would have to provide information about the total outflows and inflows
for all accounts holding $600 or more to the IRS.

Getty Biden's IRS proposal could mark the end of privacy in banking
All of this sounds innocent enough, even laudable, when the IRS claims that this
would add $700 billion in additional tax revenue over the next decade. But the IRS
will only be able to handle all of this essential information if its aged IT systems are
updated, which will inevitably cost billions. But the administration believes the
investment to update the system and find sufficient, highly skilled personnel will bring
quick returns.
Biden's proposal has the enthusiastic support of Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen,
who wrote a letter to House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) and Richard Neal
(D-Mass.), chairman of the House of Ways and Means Committee, endorsing the idea.
Never mind all that. The real result, given Biden's $600 threshold, will be to flood the
IRS with reporting on over 140 million bank accounts and to end financial privacy,
given that the IRS cannot handle the tax returns it already receives.
The Treasury notes that it already receives third party confirmation of wages,
salaries and pensions when taxes are deducted at-source. In these cases, compliance
rates are over 95 percent. That applies to over 50 percent of those in employment and
to millions of pensioners.
So why insist that financial institutions should report on all the accounts they manage?
What is the point of burdening them with another layer of reporting?
It looks as though the Treasury is cutting off the branch on which it is sitting. Such a
requirement has nothing to do with tax evasion by complex partnerships or the

cleverly constructed tax schemes for the well-off or for multinational companies. The
additional avalanche of reports could simply get in the way.
Some Democrats are trying to relieve banks of some of the burden by setting the
threshold at a somewhat higher level, but still very low, perhaps $10,000. If so, they
would do well to examine those in the lowest levels of income (although not all in
these brackets will have a bank account).
They would soon find that the $10,000 threshold easily catches individuals at the
lowest federal poverty level of $12,880, and that over 80 percent of their income is
spent on necessities such as housing, transportation, food, healthcare and education.
The proposal gives the IRS extensive access to an individual's account. It is difficult to
know why the administration wants to know the contents of anyone's grocery bill. But
it is easy to see the temptation it would create for bureaucracies to interfere in your
life.
Maybe you are buying too much beef or sugary drinks.
Maybe you are buying too much gas or making political donations they do not like.
Furthermore, the IRS already requires information, not only about every employee or
contractor, but also about anyone who pays or receives interest or makes capital
gains.
So what is the underlying reason for this extension of reporting? The next step could
be to tap into the Automated Clearing House system, which has the image and the
data for every check - physical or electronic - and covers routing numbers, accounts,
amounts paid and the payee.
All the bank has to do is to send a copy of whatever it sends to the ACH service, to the
IRS. The temptation for the government could be to use the more precise data on
patterns of expenditure, to interfere in people's private affairs. Such big data is
always valuable ... for private companies as well.
Individual privacy over bank accounts and expenditures should be safely guarded.
Biden's proposals would end it. But that is not the only source of risk. Central banks
holding digital currency within individual accounts would also have enormous
powers, if the Federal Reserve succumbs to such pressures.
It would lead to the creation of a huge bureaucracy with the power to decide what
loans should be made and to whom. That would, of course, make the power of the IRS
much greater, at the price not only of privacy, but also control over the money each
individual has earned, or, to which they are entitled.
(Dr. Oonagh McDonald is a senior advisor at Crito Capital LLC. She is a former
British Member of Parliament and a former board member of the UK Financial
Services Authority. She was a consultant for financial regulation with the Asian
Development Bank and has been a consultant for USAID.
She is a former independent director of both commercial financial institutions and
regulatory authorities. She is author of a number of articles and books, of which the

latest is, "Cryptocurrencies: Money, Trust and Regulation." She was awarded CBE
(Commander of the British Empire) by the Queen for her contributions to financial)

Suspect Confesses in Bow-and-Arrow Rampage in Norway
Cora Engelbrecht & Henrik Pryser Libell - NY Times
KONGSBERG, Norway — The man accused of killing five people and wounding two
others with a bow and arrow in the small Scandinavian town of Kongsberg has
confessed to the rampage, his defense lawyer said in an interview on Friday.

Andrea Gjestvang for The New York Times People stopping and lighting candles in
the square in the town of Kongsberg, Norway on Thursday.
Espen Anderson Brathen, 37, a Danish citizen and local convert to Islam, “admits to
committing the acts he is charged with,’’ said his lawyer, Fredrick Neumann, adding
that his client was also undergoing a mental health evaluation “by doctors and health
personnel.”
Mr. Brathen, who has been charged with murder has not yet pleaded in the case,
despite his admission of guilt. Following a court hearing on Friday, his detention was
extended as investigators continue to assemble their case, following a horrifying
killing spree earlier this week that spread fear in this town of 27,000 people and
shocked the entire country.
Mr. Brathen was arrested on Wednesday evening after he entered a Coop Extra
supermarket in Kongsberg and began firing arrows from a hunting bow at shoppers,
the authorities say. He then stormed through the streets, at one point eluding police
and firing arrows in multiple directions, leaving a total of five people dead and two
others wounded.
The authorities have said that the attack had the hallmarks of “an act of terror.” Mr.
Brathen was a convert to Islam but police have not yet offered a motive for the attack.

They are also examining past incidents in which Mr. Brathen exhibited violent
tendencies.
Last year, the suspect was given a six-month restraining order at the request of his
parents. According to court records, his parents called the police after Mr. Brathen
refused to leave their house, threatened to kill his father and left a Colt revolver on
their sofa. Mr. Brathen was previously convicted of theft and drug possession.
“We are all shocked by what happened,” said Kongsberg’s mayor, Anne Sand, in a
Friday news conference. “It is a tragic event, and we as a society will have to carry it
with us for many years.”
Norway’s new prime minister, Jonas Gahr Store, who took up his post on Thursday, is
expected to visit the town soon.
In the town center on Friday morning, residents milled around a memorial of candles
and flowers commemorating the victims. One woman, 75, who declined to be
identified, described the killings as a tragedy and questioned whether Mr. Brathen
had fallen through the cracks of the local mental health system.

Pelosi hilariously scolds media for not 'selling' $3.5T spending bill: 'Do a better
job'
Joe Concha (Opinion Contributor) - The Hill

Getty Images Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) gestures as she speaks at a news
conference
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) scolded the press on Tuesday, insisting that
journalists do a better job of selling President Biden's $3.5 trillion spending bill to the
public.

"You all could do a better job of selling this, to be frank. Every time I come here, I go
through family medical leave, climate, the issues that are in there," she said during a
briefing when asked if she and the White House could better explain what's in the
massive social spending bill to the American people.

Yup. Pelosi says it's the job of journalists to sell the bill (which is really $5.5 trillion
after removing obvious gimmicks) to skeptical or uninformed voters. The speaker
should be happy that reporters aren't reporting on the actual content of the bill while
they focus on Democratic holdouts Sen. Joe Manchin (D-W.Va.) and Kyrsten Sinema
(D-Ariz.).
Because upon closer examination, voters would learn that it includes nearly $80
billion for the IRS to expand tax enforcement, billions for a tree-planting program
that increases "tree equity," a billion for an "electric vehicle charging equity
program," $7.5 billion to launch the "Civilian Climate Corps" and $7 billion for the
Postal Service to convert all its vehicles to electric power.
There's also $200 billion more for free community college and an additional $200
billion for universal pre-kindergarten.
The bill is (checks notes) 645 pages, so there's much more than that, but you get the
point: If "60 Minutes," the Washington Post or New York Times did a true deep dive
into these programs and these numbers, the first question many Americans would
have is: Okay, this all sounds nice, but how does this wish list get paid for?
The math here has never remotely added up. And repeating the line over and over
again that Pelosi and the president and his press secretary have been selling - that
trillions in new spending will cost the American taxpayers "zero dollars" while

reducing taxes for the middle class and reducing the national debt - is mathematically
impossible.

Pelosi expects reporters to sell that? Even a friendly press won't take that bait.
"The Build Back Better is 3 baskets," the speaker later added during Tuesday's
presser. "It's climate ... health, jobs, security and moral responsibility."
Five is the new three, apparently.

As even Democrats would privately admit, the messaging has been patently horrible
in selling this bill, prompting a messaging reset from the White House. But once an
impression is made, it's hard to put the toothpaste back in the tube.

Time is not healing the divisions within the Democratic Party, either. And the longer
this goes on, the shorter the president's coattails get, particularly among the voting
blocs that decide elections in swing states such as Georgia, Arizona, Wisconsin,
Michigan and Pennsylvania.
Per Washington Post columnist Henry Olsen:
"Biden's numbers with independents continue to crater. His 5-poll average among I's
[independents] from this morning's RCP [RealClearPolitics] is 34.2 [approval], -57
[disapproval]," Olsen observed on Wednesday.
"Minus 23 among independents is ten points worse than just a week and a half ago
when I sounded the alarm. He's gone from +13 [approval] in 2020 to -23
[disapproval] in 11 months."
For those keeping score at home, Biden-Harris has dropped 36 points among
independents. Overall, they're 10 points lower than President Obama was at this
point in his presidency.
A somewhat popular president could likely ram through the kind of social spending
bill most Democrats are trying to do here. But unlike ObamaCare, which originally
passed along party lines on a 220-215 vote in the House in 2009 before going on to
the Senate and eventually the 44th president's desk, hitching a wagon to the current
president isn't politically wise.
Among Biden's problems: rising inflation, crime, gas prices, Afghanistan under
Taliban control, a U.S. southern border completely out of control, a supply chain
crisis that is threatening Christmas shopping and consumer prices, and a worker
shortage. The positives are getting harder to find for Biden-Harris just ten months in.
The president needs to do what his old boss, Obama, did: Get out and sell the hell out
of this bill. But Biden (outside of an event here and there) isn't exactly engaging with
the public. As for doing a one-on-one interview with a major broadcast news outlet,
the president has done exactly one of those in the past 83 days.
"To be persuasive, we must be believable; to be believable, we must be credible;
credible, we must be truthful," the great Edward R. Murrow of CBS News once said.
At this point, Biden and Pelosi are not believable on cost, not credible on execution,
not truthful about how this bill gets paid for.

And until the messaging somehow improves, this bill will end up being worth the
paper it's printed on.

FDA Panel Endorses Moderna COVID-19 Booster Shots for Some at Lower Dose
Cecelia Smith-Schoenwalder - US News
The committee on Friday will discuss the possibility of booster shots for Johnson &
Johnson recipients as well as mixing and matching booster shots.

A vial of the Moderna COVID-19 vaccine sits on display at pop-up vaccination site in
Harlem.(PACIFIC PRESS/GETTY IMAGES)
Vaccine experts convened by the Food and Drug Administration on Thursday
unanimously recommended a Moderna COVID-19 booster shot for certain
populations in a key step to opening up booster shots to more Americans.
The Moderna recipients that the vaccine advisory committee recommended to get a
third shot six months after their second include people aged 65 and older, people
18-64 at high risk of severe COVID-19 and people 18-64 who live or work in
situations where they are at increased risk of severe COVID-19 – the same groups
authorized to get the Pfizer booster dose.
Though the recommendation aligns with the previous one for Pfizer recipients,
Moderna's booster dose is only half the dosage of its first two shots.
Pfizer's dose, on the other hand, is the same as the prior shots.
The vaccine committee's vote is nonbinding. The FDA does not have to follow its
recommendations, though it usually does.

Last month, the FDA signed off on additional doses for Pfizer recipients in the same
populations. U.S. health officials continue to maintain that all vaccines authorized in
the U.S. offer a high level of protection but that there is concern about waning
protection against mild infections.
Still, the booster shot endorsements thus far are a scaled-down version of the booster
plan President Joe Biden originally proposed for the general population.
On Friday, the committee will discuss the possibility of booster shots for Johnson &
Johnson recipients as well as mixing and matching booster shots.

John Durham Finally Pulls The Trigger On Investigation – He’s Moving To Indict
Clinton-Connected Lawyer
Adam Casalino - The Daily Wire

What’s Happening:
It’s been a very long time since we’ve heard from special counsel John Durham. But
that is about to change.
The former U.S. attorney was tasked by President Trump to investigate matters
related to the 2016 Election. But when Joe Biden “won” in 2020, it looked like
Durham’s criminal probe was dead in the water.
Now, as the statute of limitations approaches, we are seeing action.
Durham was investigating how the Obama administration and other Democrats
foisted their Russian investigation. Many Americans believe the left wrongly targeted
Trump, framing him for colluding with Russia. Durham’s original probe grew into a
criminal investigation, sparking hope that the wrongdoers would finally face justice.
And after many years, Durham is taking action.

From Daily Wire:
Special counsel John Durham is reportedly expected to indict attorney Michael
Sussmann, who was allegedly connected to Hillary Clinton’s 2016 presidential
campaign, for allegedly lying to the FBI during a meeting about Trump-Russia
matters.
“Sussmann relayed data and analysis from cybersecurity researchers who thought
that odd internet data might be evidence of a covert communications channel between
computer servers associated with the Trump Organization and with Alfa Bank, a
Kremlin-linked Russian financial institution.”
It appears Durham may have found a thread that goes all the way back to Hillary
Clinton. He is expected to indict Michael Sussman, an attorney, for allegedly lying to
the FBI.
Sussmann claimed that “odd internet data” he had found proved a connection
between Trump and a Russian bank. This was back when the deep state was trying to
find dirt to prove their accusation that Trump worked with Russia.
But even the FBI didn’t think Sussmann’s “evidence” had any merit, so it wasn’t even
mentioned in any report. What is interesting, however, is what Sussmann went on to
claim. He said he was meeting with the FBI all on his own. He was not representing
any client.
However, he later testified to Congress a year later that he was representing an
unnamed client that “specialized” in cybersecurity. Why does that matter?
Well, first off, that means he lied to the FBI—which is something worth investigating.
On top of that, it seems Durham has records that show Sussmann was working for the
Clinton 2016 campaign, around the time he met with the FBI.
Is this a solid link between Sussmann’s attempts to frame Trump? We can’t be sure.
But it certainly raises suspicions. Durham is probably indicting him in order to get
more details about his work with the Clinton campaign.
Could we be finally getting to the bottom of this web? I guess we’ll have to wait and
see.
Key Takeaways:
John Durham is indicting a lawyer connected to Russiagate.
Internal records reveal the man was working for the Clinton 2016 campaign.
Durham will indict him over false information he gave to the FBI.

Democrat Leader Just Bailed On His Party – With 2022 Red Wave Coming, Budget
Chair Yarmuth Retires
Adam Casalino - Daily Caller

What’s Happening:
We’ve talked a lot about what might happen to the House in the upcoming midterms.
No matter how you slice it, it doesn’t look good for Democrats. And the only people
they have to blame are themselves.
With Democrats in full control of the federal government, we’ve seen nothing but
disaster. Pelosi already lost seats in 2020. And this year, she has ensured that
millions of Americans will take away more from her. But she’s got another problem
brewing: Democrats are quitting.
And one big one just abandoned ship.
From Daily Caller:
Democratic Rep. John Yarmuth of Kentucky, the chair of the House Budget
Committee, announced Tuesday that he will forgo running for re-election…
In an accompanying video, Yarmuth, 73, said that he never planned to stay in
Congress for more than 10 years and that he wanted to spend more time with his
family.
John Yarmuth, chair of the House Budget Committee, announced he would not seek
reelection in 2022. That means his congressional seat, from a deeply red state, will be
up for grabs. That gives Republicans a huge advantage, as they fight to regain
Congress next year.
Yarmuth, the only Democrat from Kentucky in the House, claims he only wanted to
stay in office for ten years. Yet, he stuck around for what will be fourteen years. He
also said he wants to spend time with his family. Somehow, we doubt that.
His retirement comes as Kentucky’s state legislature is poised to draw new
congressional districts. Many believe that once they do, Democrats will have a harder
time winning in a state that went for Trump twice.
Perhaps Yarmuth isn’t running again, because he knows he’ll lose?

Better get out now with your head held high, right John?
This is another big blow to Pelosi, who is holding onto a mere 5-seat lead in the
House.
There is a very good chance this seat will be flipped from red to blue, providing
Republicans with more options to seal the majority.
Does Pelosi have any strategy for keeping her speakership (that doesn’t break the
law)? We don’t see one. Old Nance has been ignoring the American public to push a
radical agenda. Moderates across the country are watching their reelection prospects
fizzle up.
We can’t predict what will happen next year, but Republicans could end up with a
huge majority.
Key Takeaways:
Top Democrat in the House announced his retirement after 2022.
This gives Republicans another open seat to flip.
Democrats are facing a difficult 2022 election, sure to lose their majority.
Joe Biden could become embroiled in the FBI's probe into Hunter's finances,
experts say: Emails reveal they SHARED bank accounts, paid each other's bills and
the president may have even have funded his son's 2018 drug and prostitution binge
Josh Boswell - Daily Mail
President Joe Biden could become embroiled in an FBI investigation of Hunter's
finances, experts say, as emails reveal the father and son shared accounts and paid
each other's bills.
Emails recovered by DailyMail.com from Hunter's abandoned laptop between Hunter
and Eric Schwerin, his business partner at consultancy Rosemont Seneca, show
Schwerin was working on Joe's taxes, discussing the father and son paying each
other's household bills, and even fielding requests for a book deal for the then-vice
president, as well as managing the donation of Joe's senate papers to the University
of Delaware.
It is unclear why Schwerin had this intimate role in the vice president's affairs rather
than government officials in the Office of the Vice President.
Hunter's claim that he and his father shared a bank account also raises serious
questions whether funds from the alleged joint account were used for Hunter's May
2018 week-long bender with a prostitute in a Hollywood hotel.
Last December, Hunter admitted in a public statement that he was under federal
investigation over his tax affairs.
A former federal prosecutor and expert on money laundering and criminal tax law
tells DailyMail.com that if money was flowing between Hunter and his father, that

could make Joe a target of the probe – but that investigators would have a tough time
sitting down with the president.
'Whatever transaction you're looking at, if there's a connection to a family member or
a friend, sure the answer is yes [they would be investigated],' the ex-prosecutor, who
asked not to be named, said.
'Obviously, if you're talking about the President of the United States, you'd better
have a pretty damn good reason to talk to that person.'

Emails from Hunter Biden's abandoned laptop, obtained by DailyMail.com, reveal
Joe and Hunter shared bank accounts and paid each other's bills

The claim raises serious questions whether funds from the joint accounts were used
for Hunter's May 2018 week-long bender with a prostitute. This photo of him
grabbing a woman's hair was recovered from his laptop

Emails between Hunter and Eric Schwerin, his business partner at consultancy
Rosemont Seneca, show Schwerin was working on Joe's taxes
The FBI and IRS probe is reportedly also looking into his foreign business
relationships and the potential for money laundering charges.
The Senate security committee issued a report last year raising fears that the Chinese
government was attempting to influence the White House through a billion-dollar
business deal between Hunter's company he co-founded with Schwerin, Rosemont
Seneca, and Chinese oil giant CEFC.
John Cassara, a former U.S. Intelligence Officer and Treasury Special Agent who is
an expert in money laundering investigations, said that were Joe not president, he
would probably be in prosecutors' crosshairs by now along with his son.
'The information available publicly is very worrisome, particularly in the areas of
corruption,' Cassara told DailyMail.com.
'They could go at this from all different avenues. Follow the corruption trail and then
charge money laundering.
'Corruption is a predicate offense for money laundering. And besides corruption, it's
the perception of corruption. This kind of thing should not be happening. It
undermines full faith in the US government. It undermines trust and our international
reputation. It's an embarrassment.'
In yet more evidence of the deep commercial relationship between Hunter's firm and
the VP's office during Joe's tenure, Rosemont Seneca received special favors from the
White House while Joe was in office, including dozens of tickets to exclusive 1600
Pennsylvania Avenue events and private tours for Rosemont Seneca clients or
associates.
And when an aide to Senator Robert Menendez requested VP Biden host the
U.S.-Spain Council's 2010 annual meeting at his official Naval Observatory residence
in Washington DC, they contacted Schwerin rather than Joe's White House office.

Hunter and Schwerin then privately discussed the potential to ingratiate themselves
with 'CEOs of the major banks' if they helped arrange the request.

In 2010, Danny O'Brien, then chief of staff to U.S.-Spain Council chair Senator
Menendez, contacted Schwerin asking if VP Biden could host the group's annual
meeting at his naval observatory official residence

Schwerin was also involved in the process of gifting Joe's senate papers to the
University of Delaware.
A member of the VP's office, Katherina Oyama, wrote to Schwerin in March 2010
detailing the restrictions Joe's White House attorney was recommending over the
public release of the papers.
Hunter complained that 'half' of his salary went to paying his father's bills while he
was VP, casting doubt on Joe's previous claims that he's never benefited from his
son's business dealings.

In a 2019 text to his daughter Naomi, he wrote: 'I hope you all can do what I did and
pay for everything for this entire family for 30 years.
'It's really hard. But don't worry, unlike Pop [Joe], I won't make you give me half
your salary.'
Bills Hunter paid for Joe included a $190-a-month AT&T phone bill and thousands in
repairs on the president's lakeside home in Wilmington.
In a 2018 email to one of his own assistants, Hunter complained that he had been shut
out of his own bank account and that his father had been using it.
'Too many cooks in the kitchen. Too many profile changes and such. Happened 10
days ago too…
'My dad has been using most lines on this account which I've through the gracious
offerings of Eric have paid for past 11 years,' he said.
Schwerin made repeated references to Joe and Hunter paying each other's bills, in
emails on Hunter's laptop.

Last December, Hunter admitted in a public statement that he was under federal
investigation over his tax affairs. The FBI and IRS probe is reportedly also looking
into Hunter's foreign business relationships and the potential for money laundering
charges

On June 5, 2010 he wrote: 'FYI, there are a few outstanding bills that need to be paid
and I am not sure which ones are a priority and which should get paid out of 'my'
account and which should be put on hold or paid out of the 'Wilmington Trust Social
Security Check Account.' It's unclear why he put the word 'my' in quotation marks

In June 2010 he wrote: 'Mike Christopher [builder] is hassling me so I am paying a
couple of the smaller things since I haven't heard from your Dad. Know he's busy —
so it's OK.

Penguin Random House editor at large Susan Mercandetti emailed Joe's assistant
Kathy Chung in November 2015 saying the publishing house would like to 'engage in
a conversation about the possibility of [Joe] writing another book'.
On June 5, 2010 he wrote: 'FYI, there are a few outstanding bills that need to be paid
and I am not sure which ones are a priority and which should get paid out of 'my'

account and which should be put on hold or paid out of the 'Wilmington Trust Social
Security Check Account.'
'There is about $2,000 extra in 'my' account beyond what is used for monthly
expenses.'
It's unclear why he put the word 'my' in quotation marks.

A former federal prosecutor tells DailyMail.com that if money was flowing between
Hunter and his father, that could make Joe a target of the probe.
Later that month he wrote: 'Mike Christopher [a construction worker Joe hired] is
hassling me so I am paying a couple of the smaller things since I haven't heard from
your Dad. Know he's busy — so it's OK.
'But if you think he has a moment or two to review the e-mail I sent you let me know.'
The following month, he said: 'Does it make sense to see if your Dad has some time in
the next couple of weeks while you are in DC to talk about it? Your Dad just called
me about his mortgage . . . so it dawned on me it might be a good time [for] some
positive news about his future earnings potential.'
Emails on Hunter's abandoned computer show that as early as 2010, Schwerin was
involved with the vice president's tax returns.
On April 9, 2010, Schwerin wrote to Hunter: 'I was dealing all afternoon with JRB's
taxes (but solved a big issue - so it was all worth it).'
On June 10 that year, he wrote: 'Your Dad's Delaware tax refund check came today. I
am depositing it in his account and writing a check in that amount back to you since

he owes it to you. Don't think I need to run it by him, but if you want to go ahead. If
not, I will deposit tomorrow.'
It is unclear why Joe allegedly owed his son money.
Schwerin also appeared to be coordinating with other tax professionals for the tax
return of Joe's wife, Jill Biden, affectionately called 'Mom-Mom' by family and close
friends.
'FYI, we have a bill for approx. $800 from Bill Morgan for all the work he did for
Mom-Mom on her taxes, household help, etc,' Schwerin wrote to Hunter.
'Who should pay the bill? Do you and Beau want to split it? Should I ask [Joe's sister]
Val, [sister-in-law] Sara or your Dad? I'd like to get it paid sooner rather than later.'
Schwerin's involvement in Joe's personal affairs even extended to fielding requests for
book deals.
Penguin Random House editor at large Susan Mercandetti emailed Joe's assistant
Kathy Chung in November 2015 saying the publishing house would like to 'engage in
a conversation about the possibility of [Joe] writing another book.'
'We thought that a book on living with grief is something that would be important to
so many people and clearly it a subject about which he has spoken so poignantly,' the
editor wrote.
Chung forwarded the email to Schwerin, saying: 'Hey, do I send these to you? If yes,
can you pls email her and tell her you received, or she'll continue to email me.'
Schwerin then wrote to Mercandetti: 'Right now, we are compiling a list of all the
requests that come in to the VP regarding books, etc. so that when he's ready to focus
on this we'll have them all in one place.
'Fee [sic] free to reach out to me if you have any questions in the meantime.'

Schwerin also appeared to be coordinating with other tax professionals for the tax
return of Joe's wife, Jill Biden, affectionately called 'Mom-Mom' by family and close

friends. 'FYI, we have a bill for approx. $800 from Bill Morgan for all the work he did
for Mom-Mom on her taxes, household help, etc,' Schwerin wrote to Hunter

Rosemont Seneca got dozens of tickets to White House events, which they used to woo
business associates and potential clients, including '12 spots to fill for the Mexico
State Dinner in May' 2010 and an estimated 20 tickets for the White House Easter
Egg Roll that year, according to a March 2010 email
Schwerin was also involved in the process of gifting Joe's senate papers to the
University of Delaware.
A member of the VP's office, Katherina Oyama, wrote to Schwerin in March 2010
detailing the restrictions Joe's White House attorney was recommending over the
public release of the papers.
A month later, Danny O'Brien, then chief of staff to U.S.-Spain Council chair Senator
Menendez, contacted Schwerin asking if VP Biden could host the group's annual
meeting at his naval observatory official residence.
Schwerin wrote to Hunter about the request, suggesting the favor for the council
could help them ingratiate themselves with potential future clients.
'Spanish members include CEOs of the major banks - Banco Santander, etc, Iberdrola,
Spanish Rail, etc. Amb. Solomont is a big supporter and JRB [Joe] went to speak to
group in Boca when a Senator,' he said.

Hunter's claim that he and his father shared a bank account also raises serious
questions whether funds from the alleged joint account were used for Hunter's May
2018 week-long bender with a prostitute in a Hollywood hotel.
'Having their annual meeting in DC in July. Spanish Foreign Minister attends. Danny
wants to explore with you possibility of getting VP to host event at NAVOBs [Naval
Observatory] for group. Maybe even an appearance at a reception at a hotel. I'll get
more info and we can discuss with Danny next week. I think Solomont mentioned your
interest in Spain and that is why Danny is calling us.'
The email suggests Hunter was a target for those wanting access to his powerful
father – and was willing to benefit from his perceived influence with the VP.
That influence appeared to extend to special favors from the White House to Hunter's
company.
Rosemont Seneca got dozens of tickets to White House events, which they used to woo
business associates and potential clients, including '12 spots to fill for the Mexico
State Dinner in May' 2010 and an estimated 20 tickets for the White House Easter
Egg Roll that year, according to a March 2010 email.
In November 2015 Schwerin also wrote to Hunter noting that members of the VP's
office offered 20 tickets for 'White House Holiday Tours'.
'Anne Marie and Kathy also offered up 20 tickets for Joan and I to use - separate
from what you have,' he wrote. 'So it seems like between all of us we have plenty. Let
us know if you have anyone specific you want to offer yours up to.'
Hunter's claim that he and his father shared a bank account also raises serious
questions whether funds from the alleged joint account were used for Hunter's May
2018 week-long bender with a prostitute in a Hollywood hotel.
On May 24, 2018, a recently retired senior Secret Service officer, Robert Savage,
texted Hunter warning he would 'have to assume you are in danger' and commandeer
keys to the room if he didn't come out of his $470-per-night suite at The Jeremy Hotel

in Los Angeles where he had been holed up with a Russian hooker to whom he wired
$25,000.
The agent added: 'Come on H this is linked to Celtic's account' – the Secret Service
code name for Joe Biden. 'DC is calling me every 10. Let me up or come down. I can't
help if you don't let me H.'
It is unclear whether the agent's reference to 'Celtic's account' was about charges for
prostitutes on a Joe Biden bank account, or his employment by Joe Biden to monitor
his son.
Nancy Pelosi’s Vatican Trip Just Got Ruined – Protesters Force The Speaker To
Evacuate And Cancel Her Plans
Adam Casalino - Political Journal

What’s Happening:
To the shame of Catholics everywhere, disgraced House Speaker Nancy Pelosi took a
trip to the Vatican. The so-called Catholic Democrat was given royal treatment. She
was even invited to meet with the pope (which will only add to his list of bad
decisions).
But old Nance’s trip was marked by plenty of controversy. In fact, the shame of her
party has even reached the shores of Italy, as protests appear to be sweeping the
region.
From Western Journal:
However, as the conservative Media Research Center reported, one Twitter user
shared a video from Saturday that was from as far away as Rome, where hearty
chants of “F*** Joe Biden” could be heard amid a lockdown protest outside the U.S.
Embassy.
Another protest reached the Vatican, forcing Pelosi to flee.
From MSN:

With Italy preparing to require workers to carry a “Green Pass” that shows their
COVID-19 vaccination status, protesters took to Rome’s streets and clashed with
police.
Meanwhile, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi was visiting Pope Francis Saturday to
discuss topics like climate change and had to be removed from the Vatican out of an
abundance of caution.
It appears that discontentment for Biden’s failures reached Rome. Protests gathered
around the U.S. Embassy to trash the Democrat, as they challenged local lockdown
rules. Meanwhile, not far away at the Vatican, more protesters were demonstrating
against their government’s latest restrictions.
Nancy Pelosi “had to be removed,” due to the demonstrations. But, I thought Pelosi
applauded the free expression of protestors? Wasn’t she the one who said, during the
riots of 2020, that there should be more? (She was.) But now, she is fleeing for her
life because citizens in Italy are upset?
Seems a bit hypocritical, don’t you think?
I’m sure old Nancy was so disappointed that her meaningless photo op with the pope
was ruined. After all, she continues to pretend like she’s a good Catholic, despite her
anti-Christian policies. Numerous bishops within the United States have called out
Catholic Democrats who push stances that contradict the church’s teaching.
Even Nancy’s own bishop in San Francisco threatened to bar her from receiving
Communion, over her views. Maybe she thought she could show them all up by
appearing with the pope? Perhaps this evacuation was a sign from a higher authority,
that Pelosi is hardly a model Catholic?
Key Takeaways:
Nancy Pelosi was forced to evacuate the Vatican as protests grew.
Protests against Joe Biden could be heard nearby in Rome.
S. Catholic leaders have criticized Pelosi and other Democrats.
Source: Western Journal, MSN
Biden Sent Spinning By Major Resignation – The President Just Lost His
Homeland Security Chief Of Staff
Adam Casalino - GOP Daily Brief

What’s Happening:
From the very start, the Biden administration has appeared disorganized and
incompetent. The people Biden chose to run the federal government are far from
qualified. We see that in his press department, the Pentagon, and even the White
House itself.
But perhaps the worst agency of all is the DHS.
Biden’s DHS is run by politic hacks who destroyed our Southern border. They
ignored the flood of migrants entering our country. They have refused to enforce our
immigration laws. And, when push comes to shove, they transported thousands of
strangers to cities across American.
Now, one of the top leaders of the agency just up and left.
From Politico:
Karen Olick, chief of staff to Department of Homeland Security Secretary Alejandro
Mayorkas, announced Monday that she will be leaving for an undisclosed
opportunity…
In an email, Mayorkas told DHS officials that Olick “has decided to resign her
position and pursue new opportunities. We are grateful to Karen for her service
during the critical first nine months of the new Administration.”
The DHS gave only vague reasons for the agency’s chief of staff’s sudden departure.
It could be she was relieved of duties, and the “resign” schtick is for the public.
Or, she might really be resigning, after dealing with a horribly mismanaged agency
for nine months. Just imagine, she couldn’t even deal with it for a year!
Another possibility is that she just couldn’t handle the job. We’ve seen that many
times in the Obama administration. He picked someone for appearance’s sake. They
would quickly get overwhelmed and abandon ship.
It would be even worse in Biden’s haphazard administration. The man doesn’t know
what he is doing. He’s ignoring what is going on in the country and among his own

staff. It’s not a stretch to see one of these political appointees flee before it gets really
bad.
The question that we should be asking is, “Who’s next?” We know that the DHS is
being run by political hacks that don’t care about our border. They are letting in
hundreds of thousands of strangers and refuse to do anything about it.
The fact remains we probably need all of them to resign and get much better leaders.
Key Takeaways:
The chief of staff to the DHS suddenly resigned.
The agency did not explain her departure.
DHS has been failing to defend our border from hundreds of thousands of migrants.

After Biden Invokes The Civil War In Speech – New Secession Poll Shows
Republican Southerners Are Ready To Leave At 66 Percent
Daniel Ottomire - American Journal Daily

What’s Happening:
For a long time, the radical left and mainstream media have pitted Americans against
each other. And it looks like we’re reaching a boiling point.
Ever since Trump was president, the left has slandered and criticized conservatives.
(Really, it’s been going on for much longer, but they ratcheted up since 2016.)
That has not stopped under Joe Biden, who seems to daily spew insults at anyone
right of center.
Most recently, he slammed anyone that wants election reform, claiming they are
similar to Confederates who seceded from the Union.
Well, he might get what he wants, based on this new poll.

From Daily Mail:
A whopping two-thirds of Republicans in the South favor seceding from the United
States while nearly half of Democrats in the Pacific region and almost 40 percent in
the Northeast say the same, according to a new survey.
A poll asked Americans from various corners of the country if they were open to
seceding from the country.
While a big portion of West and East Coast liberals said they were happy to form
their own (probably toxic) countries, Southern Republicans took the cake.
Sixty-six percent of Republicans in the South said they’d favor leaving the rest of the
country. This is most likely after watching the train wreck that is the Biden
administration.
As bad as leaving the country could be, can you really blame them? These are
hard-working Americans, who love their country and just want a chance to succeed.
But every time they turn to the TV, open their emails, or see anything from the
mainstream, they are scolded as horrible monsters.
Meanwhile, Biden and Democrats push a radical agenda that will erase America as
we know it.
Who wouldn’t want to leave, just to protect their values and homes?
Democrats on the West and East Coasts aren’t that far behind them. But they want to
leave, simply because they think they know better than everyone in the “flyover”
states.
Considering how these blue states have run their communities into the ground, the
last thing they should do is secede. After all, the federal government is basically
holding them together with duct tape.
But there’s still hope for America, folks. Secession, or worse, would have disastrous
consequences on every American. Citizens should hope that there is a chance for
unity and that politics will not tear this country apart.
Do you think American can be unified once again?
Key Takeaways:
According to a survey, two-thirds of Southern Republicans want to secede from the
United States.
This comes after Joe Biden slandered Trump supporters, comparing them to
Confederates.
Conservatives are daily insulted, marginalized, and attacked by the liberal
mainstream media.

Biden's incompetence bites him in the rear on immigration

Becket Adams - Examiner
President Joe Biden is once again facing the consequences of his incompetence.

Provided by Washington Examiner
The White House announced this week its plans to restore the Trump-era “Remain in
Mexico” immigration enforcement policy, which requires asylum-seekers and other
migrants to remain outside U.S. territories as U.S. courts process their claims.
The Trump administration used the program, known as the “Migrant Protection
Protocols,” to return some 60,000 illegal migrants to Mexico, regardless of whether
they claimed asylum status.
Biden campaigned in 2020 on the promise of dismantling the then-president’s
immigration policies, most especially “Remain in Mexico,” which the Democratic
nominee condemned as inhuman.
Now, however, the Biden White House says it is looking for ways to re implement the
immigration policy it overturned just months ago.
It’s an absurd turn of events for a president who promised repeatedly to do away with
the Trump-era program. But whether Biden likes it or not, he doesn’t really have a
choice. Under the circumstances, it was the only thing that could work.
“In August, a U.S. District Court in Texas ordered the Biden administration to restart
MPP,” the Washington Post reports, “faulting the White House for ending the
program improperly. The Supreme Court upheld the decision, forcing Biden officials
to restore a policy the president has deplored as inhumane.”
The report adds, “The GOP-run states of Texas and Missouri filed suit against the
administration in the Northern District of Texas, saying the abrupt repeal of MPP led
to a harmful surge of illegal immigration. The number of migrants taken into custody
along the Mexico border this year is at the highest level in at least two decades.”

The Department of Homeland Security announced late Thursday it is “taking
necessary steps to comply with the court order, which requires us to re implement
MPP in good faith.”
One complicating factor is that “Remain in Mexico” cannot restart without the
consent of the Mexican government. So, the White House is currently “taking steps to
address the concerns of the government of President Andres Manuel Lopez Obrador
by setting up better access to legal counsel for asylum seekers and exemptions for
vulnerable migrants,” the Washington Post notes.
“Mexico is a sovereign nation that must make an independent decision to accept the
return of individuals without status in Mexico as part of any re implementation of
MPP,” the Department of Homeland Security said this week in a statement.
“Discussions with the Government of Mexico concerning when and how MPP will be
re implemented are ongoing.”
In other words, the Biden administration now has to reverse course and reinstate a
policy it hastily shuttered, a policy the president ran against specifically, because the
president and his lieutenants did such a slipshod, chaotic job drawing down the
policy.
If it’s any consolation, the Biden White House also announced this week it plans to
use the COVID-19-era emergency health code provision known as Title 42, which
likewise returns illegal migrants to Mexico without offering them the opportunity to
request asylum, as its primary enforcement mechanism.
“We will continue to use Title 42 for all of the people who are amenable to it and who
we can expel to Mexico or to other countries,” an official told the Washington Post.
Biden shuttered “Remain in Mexico” almost immediately upon taking office. Soon
thereafter, the Border Patrol recorded an astonishing 101,120 encounters with
migrants in February (this figure includes apprehensions plus crossings of
migrants at legal ports of entry).
The agency reported later an estimated 208,887 encounters in August. For reference,
the all-time high under President Donald Trump was the 144,116 encounters
recorded in May 2019.
Biden was then asked in March, when the Border Patrol reported 173,281 encounters,
whether it had been a good idea to roll back the “Remain in Mexico” policy so
quickly and without much planning.
“Rolling back the policies of ‘Remain in Mexico,’ sitting on the edge of the Rio
Grande in a muddy circumstance with not enough to eat and — I make no apologies
for that,” Biden told reporters. “I make no apologies for ending programs that did
not exist before Trump became president that have an incredibly negative impact on
the law, international law, as well as on human dignity.”
Yeah, so... how’s that working out?
As it turns out, poorly executed drawdowns are this president's specialty.

No more hidin', we're paging Biden: Nowhere is safe from the Biden meme
Sydney Shea - Examiner
Paging the president?

Provided by Washington Examiner
It's not just chanting at sporting events and Trump rallies anymore. Calls of "Let's go
Brandon" or "Empty Shelves Joe" are overtaking intercoms at airports, stores, and
even school board meetings.
Someone requested a page for "Empty Shelves Joe" on Thursday at San Diego
International Airport. That request was honored — and went viral, with almost 4,000
retweets of the video circulating.
"Airport paging 'Empty Shelves Joe,'" the woman on the intercom announced. "Please
meet your party at [inaudible] baggage behind carousel six. Carousel six —
passenger Empty Shelves Joe."
The "Empty Shelves Joe" trend emerged from the supply chain crisis caused by a
backlog of shipping containers waiting to dock and unload on the West Coast. Some
fear it could affect shipping and product prices as the holiday season impends.
The "Let's go Brandon" phrase originated when an NBC News reporter interviewed
NASCAR star Brandon Brown post-race on Oct. 2. The crowd in the background can
be heard yelling, "F*** Joe Biden," but the reporter said people were shouting, "Let's
go Brandon."
Not even a Virginia school board meeting escaped the real-life trolling.
In a roll call of speakers at a Spotsylvania County School Board meeting, a board
member listed off a few names, ending with "Lessco Brandon."
The crowd erupted in laughter, eventually chanting, "Let's go Brandon."

A Walmart employee also fell victim to the prank, as did Target, Ross, and PetSmart
staff members.
"Attention customers: Can Lessco Brandon please come to the service desk at the
front?" the Walmart employee asked on the store's intercom. "Lessco Brandon, please
come to the service desk upfront. Thank you."

Three Michigan women face voter fraud charges tied to 2020 election
Virginia Aabram - Examiner
Three women face voter fraud charges connected to the 2020 election in Michigan.

Provided by Washington Examiner
Michigan Attorney General Dana Nessel and Michigan Secretary of State Jocelyn
Benson shared on Monday the outcomes of investigations into three women who
allegedly attempted to forge signatures on absentee ballots or ballot applications.
“These cases highlight the scrutiny applications and ballots undergo throughout the
election process, as well as the thorough investigative process that ensues when
instances of attempted fraud are suspected,” Nessel said.
Only one was caught after the election, which resulted in one double vote, while the
others were caught before being counted or issued, Nessel's team said.
“Our election system is secure, and today’s charges demonstrate that in the rare
circumstances when fraud occurs we catch it and hold the perpetrators accountable,”
Benson said.
“These charges also send a clear message to those who promote deceitful claims
about widespread fraud: the current protocols we have in place work to protect and
ensure the integrity of our elections.”

Trenae Myesha Rainey, a nursing home employee, allegedly forged the signatures of
about two-dozen facility residents on absentee ballot applications in October 2020.
A clerk noticed that the signatures on the ballots did not match the records and
alerted investigators who found that all the signatures came from residents who had
not yet notified staff if they wanted to vote in the election.
Rainey is charged with three counts of election law forgery and three counts of
forging a signature on absentee ballot applications.
Carless Clark was charged with impersonating her grandson to vote in an election.
Her grandson decided to vote in person, but she allegedly forged his signature on an
absentee ballot and submitted it because she was afraid he wouldn’t have time to go
himself. Investigators became aware of the situation in August.
Nancy Juanita Williams “developed and implemented a plan to obtain and control
absentee ballots for legally incapacitated persons under her care by fraudulently
submitting 26 absentee ballot applications to nine identified city and township clerks,”
according to the attorney general’s statement.
The clerks became suspicious in October 2020 when they received multiple
applications signed with an X and requested ballots to be sent to Williams’ business
address.
She is facing 16 counts of submitting a false statement on an absentee ballot
application, 16 counts of forging signatures on absentee ballot applications, and 16
counts of election law forgery in five different courts.
Nessel's office also provided an update on other election-related cases, including to
note that Paul Parana, a 47-year-old man from Canton Township, pleaded guilty to a
90-day misdemeanor election law violation after filling out and submitting an
absentee ballot for his daughter.
He was sentenced to 90 days probation and ordered to pay court costs and fees of
roughly $1,100 by a judge in Wayne County Circuit Court, according to the attorney
general's team.

'Lawless city?' Worry after Portland police don't stop chaos
By SARA CLINE (Associated Press) - AP
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A crowd of 100 people wreaked havoc in downtown
Portland, Oregon, this week – smashing storefront windows, lighting dumpsters on
fire and causing at least $500,000 in damage – but police officers didn't stop them.

Provided by Associated Press FILE - In this Nov. 4, 2020, file photo, a man stands in
front of a broken display window at a retail store during protests in Portland, Ore.
Police in Portland say they believe a new state law prohibits officers from directly
intervening when people smash storefronts and cause mayhem. The measure passed
this year prohibits the use of crowd control methods like pepper spray and rubber
bullets "unless use of force is otherwise authorized by statute." (AP Photo/Marcio
Jose Sanchez, File)
Portland Police Bureau officials say that's because of legislation passed by Oregon
lawmakers this year, which restricts the tools they can use to confront people
vandalizing buildings and causing mayhem.
“The reason that we did not intervene goes back to what we talked about last month
with House Bill 2928 and the restrictions placed on us in a crowd control
environment,” KOIN reports that Portland Police Lt. Jake Jensen said in a
neighborhood meeting Thursday.
Residents frustrated by the latest round of destructive demonstrations Tuesday
questioned whether that meant anything goes now in Portland.
“Does that mean we are now like a lawless city?” Linda Witt asked during the
meeting with police. Jensen replied saying people can still face consequences later.
The legislation in question is House Bill 2928, which prohibits the use of things like
pepper spray and rubber bullets for crowd control. However there is an exception –
when the circumstances constitute a riot and if the officer using the chemical
incapacitant reasonably believes its use is necessary to stop and prevent more
destructive behavior.
“The law clearly allows Portland Police to use effective tools necessary to control
violent crowds,” House Minority Leader Christine Drazan told The Associated Press
on Friday.

“However, activist attorneys are deliberately misinterpreting legislation to prevent
police from intervening. They have no business putting law enforcement and
community safety at risk.”
Portland Police Sgt. Kevin Allen told AP that officers have been made aware of the
“potential implications” of the legislation and that it’s being analyzed by the city
attorney’s office.
“Until we have some clarity on the bill we have to follow the most restrictive
interpretation of it,” Allen said.
Mayor Ted Wheeler’s office didn’t respond to multiple requests for comment on
Friday. Neither did lawmakers of the Democratic legislative caucuses of the
Legislature, which is controlled by the Democratic Party.
Portland has seen ongoing, often violent protests since the murder of George Floyd
by police in Minneapolis. Some activists have complained that the police have been
heavy handed in their response.
On Tuesday, police say 35 separate locations were targeted — including banks, retail
stores, coffee shops, and government buildings.
Authorities say although police did not directly intervene, officers did give direction
to disperse over a loudspeaker and a Mobile Field Force moved in, at which point the
crowd splintered.

Democrats hit the panic button. Is it too little too late for Joe Biden?
Amanda Marcotte - Salon

Provided by Salon Chuck Schumer; Adam Schiff; Joe Biden

Chuck Schumer, Adam Schiff and Joe Biden Photo illustration by Salon/Getty Images
Democratic voters are depressed, demoralized, and tuning out — and there's no use
in denying it.
President Joe Biden's economic agenda is stuck in the mud, supported by 96% of
Democrats in the Senate yet blocked by two senators whose massive egos and lobbyist
addictions are causing them to turn against the party.
Biden failed to enact vaccine mandates early enough or broadly enough so now
millions of Fox News-addled Americans still are resisting vaccines, prolonging the
pandemic and contributing to the national sense of despair.
On top of that, Donald Trump has faced no real consequences for his attempted coup
while the various criminal apparatchiks he surrounds himself with are also walking
around happy and free.
So efforts to stop the next coup are moribund, hitting the wall of Sens. Joe Manchin of
West Virginia and Kyrsten Sinema of Arizona, who love that lobbyist-pleasing
filibuster more than they love democracy.
Biden and Democrats were able to pass the American Rescue Plan early in his
administration, and that staved off a worse situation. But "well, it could be worse" is
an unsatisfying message, especially when the country is in dire straits and the threats
against democracy are only escalating.
The sense that this country is in a nosedive hasn't changed, even if the rate of descent
has been temporarily slowed down.
Unsurprisingly, then, Democratic voters are increasingly giving up hope.
Want more Amanda Marcotte on politics? Subscribe to her newsletter Standing Room
Only.
Biden's approval ratings are down and he's taking a hard hit among the very voters
Democrats need to win in 2022 and 2024. As NBC News reported this week, "A Pew
Research Center poll found that from July to September, Biden's approval rating fell
by 18 points among Black voters, 16 points among Hispanics and 12 points among
women."
His approval is down 13 points among Democratic voters. As Cleve Wootsen writes
in the Washington Post, the "Black and other minority voters who helped fuel Biden's
victory" have started to "see what they consider unfulfilled promises and dwindling
hope for meaningful change."
Karen Tumulty of the Washington Post details a similar phenomenon in which
"female voters, whose engagement and activism fueled the gains that Democrats
made during Donald Trump's presidency, are increasingly tuning out politics."
Pollsters report that women in focus groups register a "sense of growing political
ennui." One pollster noted that Black women especially are saying, "It doesn't matter
who we elect, it's all the same."

This is really bad, especially as Republican voters are fired up by their bottomless
sense of aggrieved entitlement and ready to turn out in 2022. Add to that voter
suppression and gerrymandering, and it's looking like a bloodbath for Democrats in
the midterms if they can't turn this ship around.
To be entirely fair to Democratic leadership, they seem well aware that they have a
serious problem on their hands, and they are trying to do something to change the
growing sense that Democrats are a do-nothing party.
The first big test of whether or not Democrats can show even a modicum of initiative
and spine is in the handling of Trump crony Steve Bannon, who could soon be held in
contempt of Congress for his refusal to answer a subpoena pertaining to Trump's
coup and the January 6 insurrection. In theory, this is a jailable offense and Bannon
should be in danger of a dramatic perp walk. Bannon clearly believes Democrats
don't have the guts to do it. Democrats, however, are insisting otherwise.
"He will be prosecuted, that's our expectation," Rep. Adam Schiff of California told
MSNBC. "He apparently feels he's above the law. But he's about to find out
otherwise."
Big talk, but can they make good on it?
The process of actually doing so — described by CNN as "a series of steps needed to
move forward," including holding meetings, writing a report, and referring it to the
House for a vote, then referring it to the Justice Department — doesn't inspire
confidence.
Every step allows the notorious cowards in the party to get cold feet and telling
themselves an idiotic story about how inaction somehow plays better with the voters
than action. No wonder Bannon is so sure he'll get away with this.
Looking to the legislative agenda, there's a similar question about whether or not
Democratic leaders, who clearly understand that their future success depends on
current accomplishment, can get anything past the do-nothing obstructionists in their
own party.
Voters want the entire package Biden promised, $3.5 trillion price tag and all, but
Manchin (sigh!) is demanding they shrink the size of it. The good news is it appears
most of the Democratic caucus is ready to play ball, understanding that doing
something is better than doing nothing. House Democrats are strategizing about how
to cut the topline number to placate Manchin, without giving up on must-pass policy
items.
The remaining problem appears to be Sinema, who is, if it can be believed, an even
worse person than Manchin.
Arizona's senior senator is reportedly still insisting that a smaller infrastructure
bill that she helped craft with Republicans be passed before the larger bill. Her
motives aren't exactly mysterious — this is a transparent effort to trick the 96% of the
party that disagrees with her into giving her what she wants, so she can then renege

on the deal and kill the bigger bill. Sinema isn't as clever as she thinks she is, but she
is unfortunately powerful. Her combination of ego and idiocy may prove fatal to
Biden's agenda.
Want more Amanda Marcotte on politics? Subscribe to her newsletter Standing Room
Only.
Finally, there's voting rights and democracy reform, without which, there is probably
no stopping Trump's out-in-the-open plans to steal the 2024 election.
Senate Majority Leader Chuck Schumer is still trying to get bills to prevent at least
some of the GOP efforts to gut democracy. Next week, he is bringing up for a vote the
Freedom to Vote Act, a pared-down version of earlier voting rights legislation that
Manchin claims to believe will attract enough Republican votes to overcome the
filibuster.
Of course, it will not. The GOP is unified in their opposition to democracy. Even the
two anti-insurrectionist House Republicans who are on the January 6 commission
reject bills to shore up the right to vote. But Schumer's clear hope is that Manchin
will see the entire GOP vote down a bill Manchin put so much hope in, and will
change his mind, allowing filibuster reform so that voting rights can be protected.
I'm not holding my breath. Manchin's commitment to the filibuster is likely not as
principled as he claims, but rooted more in protecting wealthy interests that constitute
his donor base, who feel threatened by the possibility of real progressive change.
But as repugnant as Manchin is acting, his behavior is just the symptom of a larger
problem, which is the institutional morass making it hard for Democrats to make any
of the changes necessary to stave off the looming threat of a total GOP takeover and,
eventually, Trump's second term as president.
Still, it is actually quite remarkable how, despite all the roadblocks and institutional
failures, a strong majority of Democrats on Capitol Hill do seem to understand both
the problems the country faces and what the solutions should be. That wasn't always
true, as anyone who has witnessed decades of do-nothing centrist control over the
party can attest.
In many ways, that makes the 2022 electoral bloodletting that is the likely result if
Democrats can't turn the ship around even more tragic. These are mostly folks that
are trying, and simply running up against a wall built by generations of their
forebears who feared all change.
No wonder voters are so depressed. A party that refuses to listen to voters is
frustrating, but so is a party that hears them but still can't do anything about it. Either
way, it may not feel to many worth the effort to even vote.

Lazy crane operators making $250,000 a year exacerbating port crisis, truckers say
Tori Richards - Washington Examiner
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In an aerial view, container ships and shipping containers are seen at the Port of Los
Angeles on September 20, 2021 near Los Angeles, California. Amid nationwide
record-high…
LONG BEACH, California — Crane operators who belong to a powerful union and
earn up to $250,000 a year transferring containers from ships to trucks are
worsening the supply chain crisis that threatens Christmas by goofing off on the job,
frustrated truckers told the Washington Examiner.
The finger-pointing at the busy Los Angeles County ports comes as hundreds of
container ships are anchored off the California coast, waiting in some cases for
weeks to unload their freight.
The Biden administration has scrambled to get shipping executives, port officials, and
labor to tackle the problem, which threatens to devastate the economy.
While the reasons for the burgeoning backlog are diverse and complex, truck drivers
say not everyone seems to be working to overcome it.
“In 15 years of doing this job, I’ve never seen them work slower,” said Antonio, who
has spent hours waiting at Los Angeles County ports for cargo to be loaded.
“The crane operators take their time, like three to four hours to get just one container.
You can’t say anything to them, or they will just go [help] someone else.”
The Washington Examiner spoke to six truck drivers near the Long Beach/Terminal
Island entry route, and each described crane operators as lazy, prone to long lunches,
and quick to retaliate against complaints.
The allegations were backed up by a labor consultant who has worked on the
waterfront for 40 years. None of the truckers interviewed for this story wanted to
provide a last name because they fear reprisals at the ports.

The crane operators are part of the International Longshore and Warehouse Union,
which also represents longshoremen. Veteran operators who have a set schedule
make approximately $250,000 a year, while others who receive daily work
assignments make $200,000, said labor consultant Jim Tessier, who represents
longshoremen in disputes against the union.

Provided by Washington Examiner A Hong Kong cargo ship is unloaded in Long
Beach harbor.
“What you are talking about is perfectly described behavior,” Tessier said of the
crane operators. “This is all a reflection of the management they have down there, the
inmates run the asylum. The managers are all afraid to say anything because the
operators are so powerful they get management fired if they don’t like them.”
Most truckers are independent contractors who are paid per container delivery and
make a fraction of a crane operator's salary. They only arrive at the docks after
receiving notification that the cargo is ready for pickup.
Waiting hours for shipping containers to be loaded onto their trucks is frustrating,
and those who have complained were swiftly dealt with, they say.
“They’ll go get the police and kick you out and tell you to leave,” said trucker Chris.
“Then, you get banned from coming back in there.”
Or sometimes, the crane operator will mete out punishment by skipping the trucker
and working on someone else, exacerbating the wait.
While three-hour waits are common, some truckers have been at the port for days.
“They will wait there all day and then come back the next day,” Chris said.

“I know someone who kept coming back, and eventually, [the terminal] will charge
you a storage fee if you don’t get the container out of there.”
Truckers unlucky enough to be waiting around lunchtime will watch as the entire
crane crew stops work, instead of staggering their hours.
“They leave for two hours, and you are stuck with no one there,” trucker Brian said.
The ILWU did not respond to two requests for comment.
As of Wednesday, 60 ships were at a berth unloading cargo at one of the three Los
Angeles ports. Another 78 are anchored off the coast stretching along Orange County
and around Catalina Island, according to the Marine Exchange, which coordinates
the ship traffic. The wait time to come into port can take weeks, including one ship
that has been anchored since Sept. 12.

Provided by Washington Examiner A cargo terminal in Long Beach harbor.
The backlog, stretching 20 miles along the coast, has forced many large retailers to
circumvent the mess and charter their own ships so products can be on shelves before
Christmas shopping season. Reuters reported that incoming cargo is up 30%, which
is also part of the problem.
A secondary issue leading to the crunch is a lack of available chassis at the ports to
place the cargo container onto before it's hauled away by the trucker. While the
truckers say they are making the same number of trips as previous years, for some
reason, chassis are in short supply for those who don't own one, and they wait for
returns to come in.
In an effort to clear the logjam, President Joe Biden negotiated a 24-hour port
operation. One of Long Beach’s terminals has already been working around the clock.
The Port of Los Angeles and the Port of Long Beach account for roughly 40% of all
U.S. imports.
But the round-the-clock schedule probably won’t matter much because the crane
operators work slower at night, said a trucker identified as Oscar.

“Compared to all the other years, they are definitely [working] slower now. I wait at
least three hours every single day,” he said. Oscar makes two trips to the ports a day
to pick up shipping containers full of electronics, which are dropped off in the greater
Los Angeles area — a 10-hour process.
Oscar said each terminal has two massive cranes to load cargo and he’s never seen
both of them operating at once. A survey of the two dozen cranes in Long Beach by
the Washington Examiner found at least half of them nonoperational.
However, one terminal in Long Beach has started using automated cranes, and
truckers rejoice when they are summoned to pick up cargo there. It is efficient and
quick.
“They have to hire extra men to work the cranes and don’t want to do it,” Tessier
said. “There are a lot of things [terminal operators] could do but don’t do because it
costs extra money. Shows how concerned they are about their customers.”

